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Reading Stage 2 
    

 
 

   

Read and discuss a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction.
For statements to be completely embedded they should be demonstrated when reading or responding to a range of texts.

       
 

Book band Guidance 
 Texts should be matched to the GPCs detailed below. 

 Autumn: Stage 5         Spring: Stage 6          Summer: Stage 7 
 Texts should be ORT Book Band Level or equivalent:  

Autumn: Stage 7         Spring: Stage 8          Summer: Stage 9  
 Texts should be ORT Book Band Level or equivalent:  

Autumn: Stage 9       Spring: Stage 10        Summer: Stage 10+  
  Working Towards Expected  Working at Expected  Working at Greater Depth 

  Word Reading  Word Reading  Word Reading 

Ph
on

ics
 

Phonics 
 

 Read accurately, by blending the sounds, words that contain 
the common graphemes for all 40+ phonemes.  

 Use phonic strategies to decode unknown words.   

Polysyallabic 
Words 

 Read accurately some words of two or more syllables that 
contain the same grapheme/phoneme correspondence 
(GPCs). 

 Read accurately most words of two or more syllables.   Decode more challenging words (beyond their age expected 
knowledge) accurately without overt sounding and blending. 

W
or

d 
Re

ad
in

g 

Unfamiliar 
Words 

 Sound out many unfamiliar words accurately.  Sound out most unfamiliar words accurately, without undue 
hesitation. 

C.E. Words Read many common exception words. Read most common exception words.
Suffixes    Read most words containing common suffixes -er, -ness, -

ful, -less, -est, -ly. 
 Read many words with a range of prefixes and suffixes which 

they encounter. 
Accuracy & Fluency Read aloud many words quickly and accurately without overt 

sounding and blending. 
Read words accurately and fluently without overt sounding 
and blending (approx. 90 words per minute). 

Read accurately, most unknown words, applying a range of 
strategies. 

 Comprehension Comprehension Comprehension
Expression/ 
intonation 

Read aloud with expression.  Read aloud with appropriate intonation to make the meaning 
clear. 

1C1  Word Meaning 
(vocab) 

 Find out what new/unfamiliar words mean. 1a  Discuss and clarify the meanings of words to understand 
texts. 1a 

 Discuss and clarify the meanings of words.  Link new 
meanings to known vocabulary.  1a 

1C1  Word Meaning 
(in context) 

 Check the text makes sense to them when reading a familiar 
book. 1a 

 Check the text makes sense to them by self-correcting. 1a  Infer the meaning of an unknown word in the context of a 
sentence. 

1C2 
Sequencing 

 Sequence the events in a text. 1C  Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts. 1c  Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts and how 
items of information are related.  1c 

1C3 
Text structure 

Be aware that some non-fiction texts are organised and 
presented in different ways. 1b 

Identify how information is organized/ presented in a 
variety in texts. 1b 

Identify how information is organised/presented in texts and 
explain how this is useful and its effect. 1b 

1C4/5 
Identify key 
Information 

 Answer simple questions about the text by identifying the 
key word in the question to search for or interpret, from 
question words, what type of information they are searching 
for (Who? = noun, When? = date/time). Less reliance on 
picture cues. 

 Answer questions about the text by identifying the key word 
in the question to search for or interpret from question 
words, what type of information they are searching for. 

 Answer questions about the text by identifying the key word 
in the question to search for or interpret from question 
words, what type of information they are searching for. 

Use the structure of a text or memory to hone in on 
relevant information.  

Use the structure of a text or memory to hone in on relevant 
information.  

Use skimming and scanning to locate information. Use skimming and scanning to locate information.  

1C5 
Explain key 
Information 

 Explain their understanding of what they have read.  Explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts such as 
titles, characters, events or information. 1b 

 Explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts such as 
titles, characters, events or information. 1b 
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1MI1 
Inference 

 In discussion, answer questions and make inferences on the 
basis of what is being said and done in a familiar book.  1d 

 In discussion, answer questions and make inferences based 
on a character’s speech and action in a book. 1d 

 With growing independence, make some simple inferences.  
1d 

1MI2 
Prediction 

 Make simple predictions of what might happen on the basis 
of what has been read so far.  1e 

 Make simple predictions of what might happen on the basis 
of what has been read so far and explain how they know. 1e 

 Make a plausible prediction about what might happen on the 
basis of what has been read so far, drawing on a wider 
reading experience (author’s other works/ themes/settings).  
Explain how they know by selecting specific detail. 1e 
 

1LfE1 
Language  

 Identify simple literary language in stories and plays. 1b  Identify and discuss literary language in stories and plays. 1b  Discuss and comment on writer’s use of language in stories 
and plays. 1b 

2TC1 
Themes & 
Conventions 

     Make links between the books they are reading and other 
books they have read. 

 


